NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT & PANCHAYATI RAJ
RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD – 500 030
POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT (PGDTDM)
11th Batch (2022-23), 2nd Semester
Course TDM–505: Project Management
ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS
Total Marks: 30
INSTRUCTIONS:
 Answer any five questions at least one from each Block.
 Each question carries six marks
 Write neatly & legibly in your own handwriting,
 Assignments should preferably be strengthened by adding sketches, photographs, tables and
graphs etc
 The answers should be written on A4 size paper. A margin of one inch in the left side
should be maintained.
 Name of the Student/ Enrolment Number/Course code/ Block Number & Question
Number should be clearly mentioned.
 Each page should be properly numbered.
 Evaluation will be done based on the content and quality of the answer.
Block–1: Project Planning
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the life cycle phases of a project?
What is SWOT analysis of a project?
What are the techniques for financial analysis?
Explain Network Analysis and its types?
What are various levels of planning? What is the relationship between micro level planning
and decentralized development?

Block–2: Managerial Economics
1. What do you mean by shift in demand curve? What are the factors responsible for shift in
demand curve?
2. What is elasticity of demand and what are its uses for managerial decision making?
3. What do you mean by indifference curve and what are its properties?
4. What are the differences between Price Consumption Curve (PCC) and Income Consumption
Curve (ICC)?
5. What are qualitative and quantitative methods of demand forecasting?
Block–3: Financial Management
1. Write in brief about Financial Management and discuss the scope and functions of Financial

Management.
2. Explain with examples how conflicts could arise in ranking of different projects based on
different parameters like NPV and IRR.

3. Is there any difference between financial leverage and degree of financial leverage? Explain

with an example.
4. What is microfinance? What is the difference between microfinance and microcredit?
5. What do you understand by Corporate Social Responsibility and what significance does it
have for business?
Block–4&5: Managerial Accounting -I and Managerial Accounting -II
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is book-keeping? What information can a businessman obtain from his book-keeping?
What is ledger? Explain the utilities of a ledger?
What are the various types of subsidiary books.
What is a Bank Pass Book? Why is the preparation of Bank Reconciliation Statement
necessary?
What do you mean by Assets? Classify the assets with suitable examples.

Block-6: Management Functions and Conflict Resolution
1. Discuss the different functions of management. How management functions can help the
managers of tribal development programmes in better implementation.
2. Discuss the importance of time management for a good manager.
3. Discuss the methods of conflict resolution in an organisation.
4. Discuss the various disputes in the North Eastern Region of India.
5. Discuss the different strategies for group formation.

NOTE:
Instructions to be followed for submission of assignments:
1. Assignment for each paper/course, should be scanned and sent in separate file as attachment
in one mail.
Eg. TDM 505/506/507 should be sent as 3 separate pdf files in one mail.
2. Subject Line of the mail : BATCH 11 TDM 2nd SEMESTER ASSIGNMENTS
3. All mails should come through the registered email id of the student as mentioned in the
application form.
4. Any other email id will not be entertained, unless informed well in advance telephonically
as well as through email.
5. Last date for submission of Scanned copies of assignments and Hard copies is on or before
30th September, 2022 only to the following email id dec.nird@gov.in. Dates will not be
extended further.
6. Hard copies of the assignments should be sent to the Coordinator, Incharge DE Programmes
& Distance Education, NIRD&PR, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad-500030 on or before
30th September, 2022.
7. It is compulsory for all students to send the hard copies of assignments.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT & PANCHAYATI RAJ
RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD – 500 030
POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT (PGDTDM)
11th Batch (2022-23), 2nd Semester
Course TDM–506: Tribal Quest for Rights and Entitlements
ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS
Total Marks: 30
INSTRUCTIONS:
 Answer any five questions at least one from each Block.
 Each question carries six marks
 Write neatly & legibly in your own handwriting,
 Assignments should preferably be strengthened by adding sketches, photographs, tables and
graphs etc
 The answers should be written on A4 size paper. A margin of one inch in the left side
should be maintained.
 Name of the Student/ Enrolment Number/Course code/ Block Number & Question
Number should be clearly mentioned.
 Each page should be properly numbered.
 Evaluation will be done based on the content and quality of the answer.
Block-1: Land Related Issues
1. What are the land ownership patterns in tribal areas?
2. What are major Land Legislations in various V scheduled areas?
3. Trace the history of land alienation of tribal people as a consequence of industrialization and
development projects.
4. What is the impact of land alienation of tribal people in the country?
5. What are the land ownership patterns of North Eastern States? What kind of conflicts arises
in ownership of the land under tribal territories?
Block-2: Resources and Livelihoods
1. Write a detailed note on the exploitation of natural resources in tribal areas and what steps
need to be taken for the management and conservation of these resources ?
2. To what extent the tribal community is dependent on pastoralism and livestock rearing?
3. Who is an entrepreneur? Describe different Skill Development Programmes launched by
the Central Government.
4. What is the DFID approach for sustainable livelihoods and to what extentis it still relevant
in the present context?
5. Describe the salient features and short comings of MGNREGS.

Block-3: Displacements, Rehabilitation and Resettlement
1. Has the industrialization in tribal areas impacted the traditional leadership and women? If
so, how?
2. What has been the experience of tribal people with regard to irrigation dam project? How
have the major concerns been addressed by the government ?
3. What has been the impact of mining on the socio economic life of tribal people especially
women?
4. What has been the measures taken for rehabilitating tribal people displaced by the National
Parks and Wild Life Sanctuaries ?
5. What are the major issues in rehabilitation and resettlement? How are they being addressed
by the government?
Block-4: Tribal Women
1. Do you agree that the status of a tribal woman is superior to that of non-tribal woman. If
so, how and if not, explain?
2. Write a detailed note on shifting cultivation followed by the tribal people. Explain its
impact on the soil productivity.
3. What are the changes being brought about by the development processes on the status of
tribal women ?
4. What role has been traditionally played by the tribal women in the tribal economy ?
5. What are the major programmes launched by the government for the empowerment of the
tribal women?
Block-5: Tribal Unrest and Movements
1. What has been the impact of major tribal movements centered on land and forests?
2. Define social movements. What have been the major revolts of the tribals in the past?
3. Define Left Wing Extremism. Also critically examine the response of the government to
this phenomenon
4. What is the context in which identity formation leads to conflicts?
5. Write a detailed note on Santhal Revolt.
Block-6: Prevention of Atrocities
1. What are the major causes for the poor implementation of scheduled castes and scheduled
tribes (prevention of Atrocities Act 1989 and Rules 1995)?
2. What are the main provisions of the "Inter-state Migrant Workmen (Regulation of
Employment and Conditions of Service) Act 1979" ?
3. What are the major causes and impacts of migration?
4. What are the dynamics of human trafficking in India with special emphasis on tribal
women?
5. Besides immoral traffic (prevention) Act 1956 what are other laws relating to trafficking and
how far these have been helpful in reducing this menace?

NOTE:
Instructions to be followed for submission of assignments:
1. Assignment for each paper/course, should be scanned and sent in separate file as
attachment in one mail.
Eg. TDM 505/506/507 should be sent as 3 separate pdf files in one mail.
2. Subject Line of the mail : BATCH 11 TDM 2nd SEMESTER ASSIGNMENTS
3. All mails should come through the registered email id of the student as mentioned in
the application form.
4. Any other email id will not be entertained, unless informed well in advance
telephonically as well as through email.
5. Last date for submission of Scanned copies of assignments and Hard copies is on or
before 30th September, 2022 only to the following email id dec.nird@gov.in. Dates
will not be extended further.
6. Hard copies of the assignments should be sent to the Coordinator, In charge DE
Programmes & Distance Education, NIRD&PR, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad-500030 on
or before 30th September, 2022.
7. It is compulsory for all students to send the hard copies of assignments.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT & PANCHAYATI RAJ
RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD – 500 030
POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT (PGDTDM)
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ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS
Total Marks: 30
INSTRUCTIONS:
 Answer any five questions at least one from each Block.
 Each question carries six marks
 Write neatly & legibly in your own handwriting,
 Assignments should preferably be strengthened by adding sketches, photographs, tables and
graphs etc
 The answers should be written on A4 size paper. A margin of one inch in the left side
should be maintained.
 Name of the Student/ Enrolment Number/Course code/ Block Number & Question
Number should be clearly mentioned.
 Each page should be properly numbered.
 Evaluation will be done based on the content and quality of the answer.
Block-1: Tribal Education
1. Mention the various reasons that limits the tribal access to higher education in India. Explain
how this is addressed in our National Education Policies.
2. What are the various interventions undertaken for uplifting the education of the tribals in the
country.
3. Elucidate the salient features of non-formal education in India
4. What are the external constraints which hinder the education of the tribals and how they can
be addressed?
5. How do you think education status of tribal girls in low literacy districts can be
strengthened?
Block-2: Tribal Health
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the role of informal tribal health care providers in tribal communities
Describe the effectiveness of health infrastructure in rural tribal areas
Describe briefly the role of NGOs in National Rural Health Mission
Write a note on ongoing government health schemes for delivery of health services for
pregnant and lactating mothers.
5. Write a short note on Nutritional Rehabilitation Centres and their governance structure.
Block-3: Development Communication and Personality Development
1. What do you understand by Social Skills? Discuss the different components of social skills.

2. What do you understand by social conflict? Explain the different conflict resolution
approaches.
3. What is meant by emotional intelligence and what needs to be done to promote it?
4. What are the components of interpersonal relationship at workplace? Explain with reference
to Johari Window Model.
5. Describe in brief the details that would enhance presentation skills for one to one and one to
small group situations.
Block-4: Community Mobilisation
1. What are the critical factors that helps in community mobilization?
2. Explain the role of self help groups in mobilizing communities on different development
indicators?
3. Explain the Evolution of micro-finance in India with examples.
4. What are the Features of SHG credit, how does it play a role in empowerment of rural
women.
5. What are the salient features of Joint Forest Management (JFM)?
Block-5: Organisational Behaviour and Organisational Development
1. Explain Taylor’s The Principles of Scientific Management ?
2. What are the essential principles of ‘Bureaucracy’ explain in the context of max Webers
theory on Bureaucracy.
3. What are the 14 principles of administration prescribed by Henry Fayol?
4. Describe (a) rational decision model, and (b) intuitive decision making model.
Which model do you use in your everyday life and why?
5. Do you agree that leaders and managers are different? Explain with examples .

NOTE:
Instructions to be followed for submission of assignments:
1. Assignment for each paper/course, should be scanned and sent in separate file as attachment
in one mail.
Eg. TDM 505/506/507 should be sent as 3 separate pdf files in one mail.
2. Subject Line of the mail : BATCH 11 TDM 2nd SEMESTER ASSIGNMENTS
3. All mails should come through the registered email id of the student as mentioned in the
application form.
4. Any other email id will not be entertained, unless informed well in advance telephonically
as well as through email.
5. Last date for submission of Scanned copies of assignments and Hard copies is on or before
30th September, 2022 only to the following email id dec.nird@gov.in. Dates will not be
extended further.
6. Hard copies of the assignments should be sent to the Coordinator, Incharge DE Programmes
& Distance Education, NIRD&PR, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad-500030 on or before
30th September, 2022.
7. It is compulsory for all students to send the hard copies of assignments.

